Open Position – From Searchtec Consulting Group

Packaging Engineering - Test Lab Manager - San Diego, California

Our client have asked us to recruit on their behalf for packaging engineer to manage their lab facilities here near San Diego California area. The company is a market leader in designing custom packaging solutions and supplying a broad range of commodity packaging and stock packaging for their customers. We are seeking a Test Lab Manager to join their team. This is an exciting opportunity to work with an industry leader for best-in-class packaging solutions. In this role you will lead the test lab for established and new packaging sets using advanced procedures & protocols including those from other organizations, random vibration, dynamic material testing, instrumentation, and enhanced simulation (ISTA 4AB). Send resume to searchtec at Gmail dot com.

What you’ll be responsible for:

- Business acumen to see the future vision for the lab to grow sales.
- The role requires good communication skills to interface with company sales reps, management, quality teams and end customers.
- Manage the lab processes, recommend equipment and testing services.
- Talents in organization management, technical report writing, and conducting testing.
- Creates tests to inform debugging, root cause analysis and improvement recommendations on packaging.
- Provides test result information to teams to improve product quality.
- Support and develop new talent by training and educating lab co-workers.
- Participate in sales training to explain lab processes to sales reps to encourage sales in markets serviced by the Cold Chain Testing Lab.
- Experience with corrugated & cushioning, Amazon APASS and e-commerce and cold chain applications.
- Understands complex systems to create test plans and cases.
- Send resume to searchtec at Gmail dot com.

What we’re looking for:

- Ability to obtain ISTA – CTP certification.
- 5 years employment in the industry (or a packaging or related engineering degree) preferred.
- *Any equivalent combination of related education and/or experience may be considered.*
- Ability to communicate with all levels.
- Demonstrated effective project management skills.
- Fluent in the use of Microsoft Excel Word software.
- This position requires the ability to demonstrate the following competencies: Business Mastery, Integrated Leadership, People Development, Change Management, Intellectual flexibility & technical acumen.
- Send resumes to Searchtec at Gmail dot com.